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a b s t r a c t

Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle (IGCC) power plants provide a cleaner and more efficient way to
obtain energy from coal. In order to operate an IGCC power plant in a safe and stable manner, several
input and output process parameters need to be monitored. However, due to economic and operational
constraints, it is infeasible to place sensors at every input and output process parameter location. Hence,
it becomes important to select the most effective sensor locations which lead to maximum information
gain about the plant conditions. Practical issues present in an IGCC power plant, such as harsh physical
conditions and variability in process parameters, make the optimal sensor location problem an especially
complicated one. Further, sensors can have multiple objectives and they can produce uncertainties due to
measurement errors. This work considers hybrid hardware and virtual sensing for advanced power sys-
tems with multiple objectives. In order to solve this real world large scale problem, we use a novel algo-
rithm called Better Optimization of Nonlinear Uncertain Systems (BONUS). BONUS works in probability
distribution space and avoids sampling for each optimization and derivative calculations iterations. A
new algorithm for multi-objective optimization is also developed specifically for problem. The result of
this nonlinear stochastic multi-objective problem is the non-dominated, or Pareto set, which provides
trade-offs between various objectives like observability, cost, and thermal efficiency. This is the first
attempt at solving the problem of optimal sensor deployment in advanced power plants, with consider-
ation of hybrid hardware and virtual sensing and incorporation of uncertainty with multiple objectives.

� 2016 Published by Elsevier Ltd.
1. Introduction

In an IGCC plant, it is crucial to have effective monitoring and
control of various operational parameters for safe and profitable
operation. Sensors play an essential role in process monitoring
and control because they quantify parameters such as tempera-
ture, pressure, flow, and composition. A variety of sensor choices
are available ranging in cost, accuracy, and suitability for the oper-
ating conditions encountered in an IGCC plant. Certain regions in
an IGCC plant operate under harsh environments, which may cause
the sensors assigned to such locations to fail. If the sensors fail,
they can damage not only process equipment, but also give rise
to a number of issues related to plant operation. Sensor failures
can be avoided by placing the sensors in a safer location that is
not directly exposed to extreme conditions. But, this will result
in a reduction of measurement accuracy. Virtual sensing using
models is an alternative approach for locations where hardware
sensors cannot be placed. So, the development of an optimized
sensor network design, involving both hardware and virtual sen-
sors, which specifies the location, number, and type of sensors will
ensure better process control of the IGCC plant and is the focus of
this work.
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The optimal sensor network design problem may be solved for
the purpose of meeting certain objectives such as thermal effi-
ciency, observability of parameters, emission level, increased plant
life, effectiveness to detect equipment failure and reliability while
expending the fewest possible resources. It can be easily inferred
that the simultaneous achievement of more than one of such
objectives may often be important for stakeholders. Therefore, a
multi-objective optimization framework is necessary. Uncertain-
ties are inherent in such a problem due to sensor measurement
errors. Hence, the problem of sensor placement is formulated as
a multi-objective stochastic programming problem, the solution
of which is the optimal sensor deployment policy for a specific
advanced power system in the face of uncertainties in perfor-
mance, efficiency, and power demand. In order to solve this large
scale multi-objective optimization under uncertainty problem, a
new algorithmic framework based on the Better Optimization of
Nonlinear Uncertain Systems (BONUS) algorithm [1,2] and a new
multi-objective optimization algorithm developed specifically for
this problem are used. This is the first attempt at solving the prob-
lem of optimal sensor deployment in advanced power plants with
consideration of hybrid hardware and virtual sensing and with the
incorporation of uncertainty with multiple objectives.

Advanced modeling techniques can be used to simulate the
behavior of the IGCC plant with considerable accuracy [3–5]. In this
work, a simulation model of the IGCC plant, built using ASPEN Plus
software, is used to evaluate the effects of the high levels of mea-
surement uncertainty that exist within sensors subjected to harsh
environments. After introducing variability into several process
inputs of the simulation model, the resulting variance of the
downstream variables (efficiency being one of them) were studied.
This variability and sensor accuracy were then analyzed using
techniques from information theory & the BONUS algorithm [4],
which determined which signals can be observed using virtual
sensors, and which signals should be measured using a network
of on-line sensors (i.e., sensors physically placed in the plant
environment) to maximize observability. A similar approach was
also used for maximizing plant thermal efficiency. Using a
two-tier constraint method specific for this problem, both
observability and efficiency were maximized and cost of sensors
was minimized. We generated a non-dominated surface for deci-
sion makers to select the appropriate design based upon their
needs and budget.

The overall objective of this work is to develop innovative
methodologies for optimal sensor deployment in advanced power
plants and fuel systems with multiple objectives like observability,
efficiency, and cost in the face of uncertainties. Specific contribu-
tion of this research are following: (1) developed a real time hybrid
sensing framework with detailed computational models in ASPEN
Plus and the new algorithmic framework, (2) designed a novel
multi-objective stochastic programming framework for optimal
sensor placement under uncertainty, and (3) solved a real world
sensor placement problem for IGCC systems sensor placement
with multiple objectives (like observability, efficiency, and cost)
while considering measurement uncertainties.

2. Literature survey

Optimal sensor placement problem has been addressed in the
literature in the context of engineering structures [6–8], water
security networks [9–11], traffic control [11], contamination detec-
tion [12], biomedical engineering [13], and chemical process
industry [14,15]. Sensor placement for monitoring chemical pro-
cesses is a fertile area of research, and a number of articles have
been published in this area. Since this is very relevant to our work,
we are presenting literature.
Relevant works include determining optimal sensor location in
linear and nonlinear systems. Ali and Narasimhan [14] presented a
method for determining the optimal location of sensors in a linear
steady-state process by maximizing the reliability of the sensor
measurements. Alonso et al. [16] used a reduced order, linear
dynamical model of a chemical reactor to determine the optimal
sensor locations and sensor type by solving a min–max
optimization problem. However, these approaches are applicable
only to linear systems. More recently, researchers have looked at
optimal sensor deployment for nonlinear systems. Singh and Hahn
[17] developed a technique for sensor placement that could be
applied to stable nonlinear systems such as binary distillation
columns. D’Souza and Epureanu [18] developed an integrated
approach for sensor placement and damage detection
assessment that can be applied to both linear and nonlinear
structures.

Different methodologies have been applied for solving opti-
mal sensor placement problems. Some commonly used methods
include optimality criteria based on the error covariance matrix
[19–23] and observability matrix or Gramian [18,24].
Importance has been given to relevant aspects such as measure-
ment cost, sensor failure, redundancy and process information
[25–28]. For example, Bagajewicz [29] and Chmielewski et al.
[30] present techniques related to the minimization of cost,
subject to constraints related to data reconciliation, while Muske
and Georgakis [15] present a sensor location technique that
provides the best compromise between measurement cost and
process information. Still, each of these are restricted to linear
systems.

Considering the work specific to optimal sensor placement in
IGCC plants, the following works can be cited. Sinumani et al.
[31] developed a nonlinear programming problem for sensor
deployment in an IGCC gasifier model, which they solved using
an outer approximation based algorithm with the intention of
minimizing sensor cost subject to the estimation accuracy
of a sensor set. Lee and Diwekar [32] used Fisher information as
a metric of observation in order to find the optimum
location of sensors, subject to specified cost constraints, and
applied BONUS algorithm to solve the stochastic nonlinear
problem.

Among sensor network design problems directly related to
IGCC power plants, the work done by Paul et al. [33] is
noteworthy. They developed a Sensor Network Design (SND)
algorithm to maximize plant efficiency of the Acid Gas Removal
(AGR) section of the IGCC plant using dynamic programming in
an estimator based control system and solved the resultant
Mixed Integer Non-Linear Programming (MINLP) problem using
a sequential approach of genetic algorithms and direct
substitution methods. However, this method is shown to be
computationally intensive.

The multi-objective optimization by solving sensor placement
problem has been explored in various fields although there is no
work at present specifically for IGCC power plants. Anpalagan
et al. [34] have addressed the multi-objective optimization prob-
lem in design of wireless sensor networks. In their work, they dis-
cuss multiple algorithms to solve optimization problems such as
GA, Particle Swarm Optimization, and metaheuristic algorithms.
Stehlik et al. [35] demonstrated that multi-objective problems
can provide a more accurate detection of intrusion in wireless sen-
sor networks than single objective problems can. Aral et al. [36]
used multi-objective optimization for sensor placement in water
distribution systems. They used the sub-domain concept to over-
come the difficulty of finding optimal sensor locations from thou-
sands of candidate locations within vast water distribution
systems.
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3. IGCC system sensor placement problem

The Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle (IGCC) technology
integrates coal gasification and power generation processes so that
they can be carried out in the same plant. Normally, combined
cycle plants utilize the waste heat from the gas turbine section
to produce steam for the steam turbines. However, the IGCC tech-
nology further improves efficiency by salvaging the steam pro-
duced during gasification and sending it to the steam turbines
for power generation.

The IGCC process flow (Fig. 1) consists of three main blocks –
the Air Separation Unit (ASU), the gasifier, and the power genera-
tion unit. This study is based on the Polk Power Station owned
by Tampa electric company in Florida [37,38].

The main purpose of the ASU is to provide the oxygen required
to support the high temperature reactions carried out in the gasi-
fier. The nitrogen produced in the ASU is sent to the gas turbine
to reduce NOx generation. The ASU produces 22.05 kg/s of oxygen
at 96% purity and 63 kg/s of nitrogen at 98.5% purity.

The Tampa power plant uses a GE entrained flow slagging gasi-
fier which was originally developed by Texaco. This entrained flow
slagging gasifier operates at high temperatures (the ash remains in
liquid slag form, hence the term ‘‘slagging”) & pressures of around
1645 K and 2760 kPa. Due to such high temperatures, high carbon
conversion rates can be achieved. As a result, this type of gasifier is
capable of handling a larger throughput.

The coal feed is first broken down in rod mills and then mixed
with water to form a slurry which is then fed to the gasifier. Three
main reactions take place during gasification. The first is pyrolysis,
or coal de-volatilization, where the coal feed is thermally decom-
posed to produce volatiles CO2, CO, CH4 and char. Next is combus-
tion where char and some volatiles react with oxygen to mainly
produce CO2, as well as some CO. Finally, gasification takes place
when steam and air are introduced in the ratio of approximately
3:1 to react with char to produce CO2. At the same time, the rever-
sible water-gas shift reaction occurs and converts CO into CO2.

The final mixture of gases leaving the gasifier, known as syngas,
consists mainly of hydrogen (H2), water vapor (H2O), carbon
monoxide (CO), and carbon dioxide (CO2), while smaller amounts
of hydrogen sulfide (H2S), carbonyl sulfide (COS), methane (CH4),
argon (Ar), nitrogen (N2), and ammonia (NH3). Besides syngas,
which is the desired product, slag and flyash are also formed in
the gasifier as by-products. The syngas is subsequently water
scrubbed to remove flyash and other particulate matter.
Fig. 1. A simplified process flow diagram o
The power generation section consists of the gas combustion
turbine, the heat recovery section, and the steam turbines. Clean
syngas from the gasification section is introduced into the individ-
ual combustion cans of the combustion turbine from the fuel skid
through a ring header. Nitrogen from the ASU is also introduced in
a similar fashion into the combustion cans to reduce NOx emission.
Air required for combustion is provided by a powerful multi-stage
compressor. The exhaust leaves the gas turbine at a temperature of
around 570 �C and goes to Heat Recovery Steam Generators
(HRSG). The heat from the exhaust is used to produce or re-heat
steam in the various sections of the HRSG. Thus, the IGCC power
plant model is a large, complex system with more than 200
streams and 80 unit operations with a large number of design
specifications.

In order to ensure that the plant operates in a safe, reliable and
profitable manner, efficient process monitoring and control is of
utmost importance. This is why we need a sensor network to gain
real time information about the hundreds of process variables in
the plant. The most obvious benefit of having a sensor network is
an increase in the observability of plant parameters. This is impor-
tant for maintaining all process variables within a safe range of
operation at all times.

Another benefit is increased plant efficiency. Certain key pro-
cess parameters should always be maintained as close to their tar-
get value as possible because they affect the efficiency of the plant.
One such parameter is gasifier temperature. A higher than optimal
temperature decreases the durability of the gasifier itself (it
increases the capital and operating expenditures), while lower
temperatures increase the formation of slag (lower carbon conver-
sion rate). Since power plants are designed for maximum effi-
ciency, any deviation in the process variables causes the plant to
operate at suboptimal condition. Sensors are capable of increasing
the prediction accuracy of such variables by reducing the errors in
measurement. This in turn helps in taking appropriate corrective
action to adjust the value of the concerned process variable and
bringing it closer to its optimal value.

Nevertheless, for an intricate system like the IGCC plant, with
harsh operating conditions and hundreds of process variables that
need to be mapped in real time, it is physically and economically
infeasible to install sensors for monitoring each and every variable.
This is why virtual sensing or soft sensing is a great advantage for
process monitoring and controlling in large, complex systems such
as IGCC plants by providing a much more economical and less-
invasive alternative to gather information.
f the IGCC process plant. Source: [30].



Table 1
List of 24 intermediate variables. Source: [30].

Yj Description

1 Gasifier syngas flow rate
2 Syngas CO flow rate
3 Syngas CO2 flow rate
4 Syngas temperature
5 Syngas pressure
6 Low pressure steam turbine temperature
7 Gas turbine combustor burn temperature
8 Gas turbine combustor exit temperature
9 Gas turbine high pressure exhaust stream temperature
10 Gas turbine low pressure exhaust stream temperature
11 Gas turbine expander output temperature
12 Fluegas flow rate exiting gas turbine expander
13 Syngas flow rate after solids removal
14 Coal slurry flow rate entering gasifier
15 Oxygen flow rate into gasifier
16 Oxygen flow rate exiting ASU
17 Acidgas flow rate
18 Gas turbine compressor leakage flow rate
19 Flow rate into high pressure steam turbine
20 Coal slurry feed flow rate
21 Slag extracted from syngas
22 Fines extracted from syngas
23 Gasifier heat output
24 Recycled HRSG steam heat output
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Virtual sensing is the process by which an estimated value of a
variable is calculated through mathematical modeling without
placing any direct physical means of measurement such as a sensor
[39]. Estimates are made with the help of analytical methods, such
as mathematical or computational modeling, which are based on
either physical laws that define the system operation or empirical
methods based on historical data of either that particular variable
or other variables to which it is related.

By eliminating the need to place actual sensors, virtual sensors
help reduce capital costs as well as maintenance costs. Moreover, it
is not possible to place sensors in hostile areas of the IGCC plant
because of the very high risk of damage. For example, gasifier tem-
perature, an important process variable, is difficult to measure
directly because thermocouples are damaged rapidly when
inserted into the hot face of the gasifier. However, it is known that
the methane production rate in the last stage of the gasifier is
dependent upon the gasifier temperature and fuel composition.
So, by collecting information about methane production rate and
fuel composition (both parameters can be easily measured physi-
cally), it is possible to infer the gasifier temperature, and thus have
a virtual sensor for methane.

The virtual sensing method employed in this project is based on
a simulation model of the IGCC plant developed using the ASPEN
Plus software package. ASPEN Plus is one of the leading chemical
process optimization software currently used throughout the
industry to model and simulate chemical process plants. This soft-
ware is capable of performing complex and tedious calculations
which use the laws of thermodynamics, chemical reaction kinetics,
mass and heat transfer, etc. to predict the properties of output
streams once information about input streams and equipment
specifications have been provided.

Although virtual sensing has many advantages, it does have one
major disadvantage that cannot be overlooked. Estimating the
value of a process variable through virtual sensing creates uncer-
tainty in measurement. This measurement error is much higher
(around ±20%) than that from real sensors. Depending upon the
accuracy of sensors (directly proportional to cost), the measure-
ment error can reduce to ±5% for low accuracy sensors, ±2.5% for
medium accuracy sensors and ±1% for high accuracy sensors. Due
to these errors, we cannot use virtual sensing indiscriminately.
Hence a hybrid sensor network design that employs both real
and virtual sensors needs to be developed.

This present optimal sensor network design was developed
with three objectives in perspective- to maximize the observability
of plant parameters (measured in terms of Fisher Information), to
maximize the thermal efficiency of the plant, and to minimize
the cost of purchasing the sensors.

The candidate locations where sensors can be installed in the
plant and the type of sensors (low, medium or high accuracy/cost)
both are the decision variables. There a total of 24 candidate loca-
tions, where the sensors can be installed (presented in Table 1).
These locations correspond to 24 variables which will henceforth
be referred to as the ‘‘intermediate” variables. These variables have
been chosen because they influence the important output parame-
ters of the plant such as plant power production or gasifier perfor-
mance (based upon knowledge of the IGCC process) which need to
be maintained at their target levels in order for the plant to operate
optimally. Fig. 2 depicts the intermediate locations in the plant
represented by the letter ‘‘y” followed by a subscript. The higher
the subscript, the further downstream is the variable located. The
measurement error of any process variable is influenced by all
other variables upstream of it and this fact needs to be accounted
for in the problem formulation.

The sensor network design problem is further complicated by
the following factors. The presence of uncertainty in the process
variables due to system and measurement noise makes the prob-
lem stochastic in nature. Moreover, the equations governing the
physical processes taking place in the IGCC power plant are nonlin-
ear which in turn makes our optimization problem nonlinear. The
multitude of process variables and the intricate relationships
between them make it difficult to pick which variables should be
measured directly and which ones should be measured through
virtual sensing. Since certain decision variables can take only inte-
ger values, this problem is a mixed integer nonlinear programming
problem. Finally, since the problem attempts to simultaneously
address the optimization of observability, thermal efficiency and
cost, it becomes a multi-objective optimization problem. In sum-
mation, the optimal sensor network design problem described in
this paper is a stochastic mixed integer nonlinear multi-objective
problem.
3.1. Fisher information maximization

The behavior of the process system can be captured through
model, where uncertainty may be prevalent in the system and
reflected in the measurement dynamics. The Kalman Filter (KF) is
well-developed sequential algorithm for estimating the variability
of the state variables for a linear system [40], whereas the
Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) addresses processes that involve
nonlinear dynamics. The EKF is a suboptimal variation of the KF
that uses a linearization of the system equations around the nom-
inal operating point. Estimation is carried out recursively and the
posterior covariance matrix is generated for observability
calculation.

Observability is measured by normalizing the covariance, of
estimated process variables, Pk, by the covariance from the corre-

sponding on-line sensor, Ok ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Pk=P

s
p

(where Ps be the state
covariance if each sensor is placed on-line). Values of Ok close to
0 (1) indicate the best (worst) index of observability. The observ-
ability indexes are then ranked using a Pareto analysis, and the
optimal sensor network is chosen by selecting the set of sensors
that provide the best measure of observability for estimating the
state of the dynamical system.

For the purpose of comparing to the Fisher information method
presented in the following subsection, it is worth noting that
through the canonical parameterization, ^k ¼ Pk� 1, and



Fig. 2. Potential sensor locations in the IGCC power plant. Source: [2].
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, the dual to the KF, also known as the Information Filter
(IF), can be derived with an equivalent observability index

Ok ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Xs=Xk

p
. It follows that the observability index based on KF

is a special case of Fisher information matrix in which the uncer-
tainty is represented by normal distribution. However, the limita-
tions of the KF or EKF analysis lies in the following assumptions
that are made in order to find the observability of a particular net-
work: (1) it employs a reduced order dynamic model based on lin-
earization of the highly nonlinear model of IGCC system, which
may not be appropriate for all operating conditions; (2) all distur-
bances and errors are assumed to be normally distributed, which
may not be the case in practice. In order to relax these assump-
tions, we use a novel approach based on the Fisher information
described below.

Fisher information (FI), named after Ronald Fisher [41], is com-
monly used in information theory as a measure of the information
contained by a random, observable variable X about b, an
unknown parameter of its own probability distribution function.
In the SND problem, FI is a measure of the information contained
by a set of independent and identically distributed observations,
x1,x2, . . ., xn of a process variable about its nominal value.

FI captures the amount of information that the observations, x1,
x2, . . ., xn, contain about some unknown parameter, hx, within its
own distribution (e.g., mean or variance), px(x), by quantifying
the expected change in the distribution due to a change in this
parameter value. Thus, we can say that FI is a statistical measure
of dynamic system order that quantifies the variability in a process
variable as a function of changes in the mean value of the process
variable. Therefore, the following mathematical expression for
Ix(hx) can be used for FI, [42].

IxðhxÞ ¼ Ex 1
pxjðxjhxÞ

@pxjðxjhxÞ
@hx

� �2
" #

ð1Þ

The distribution p(x|hx) is the likelihood of x, given the param-
eter hx. There are various other statistical measures similar to FI
such as Shannon information, Boltzmann–Gibbs, Tsallis, Renyi
and Sharma–Mittal entropies, which can also be used to capture
the amount of information that a set of observations contains
about its own distribution properties [43]. But, FI was chosen as
the suitable metric for observability in the sensor placement prob-
lem primarily because of its local property.

To appreciate the importance of FI’s local property, it should be
noted here that the true value of an input process variable, for
example, coal slurry feed rate, could change with time. This would
produce a corresponding shift in the sensor measurement distribu-
tion. The likelihood functions of all the process variables satisfy the
shift-invariant property. By using the gradient operator, o/ohx, FI
measures the amount of change in the likelihood function due to
a change in the unknown parameter value. Thus, the values of FI
are directly proportional to the rate of change of the likelihood
function with respect to a change in the parameter value, and con-
sequently, to the level of observability in estimating the true
parameter value.

One of our objectives is to design an optimal network of sensors
such that the variability in the estimations of unmeasured process
variables can be minimized. Within the scope of this work, FI is
viewed as a statistical measure of system order. Hence, maximiz-
ing FI will result in better observability. To do so, the following
nonlinear, stochastic mixed-integer programming problem is for-
mulated where the objective is to maximize the overall FI, subject
to the costs associated with placing a network of on-line sensors.

maxWjs

X3
s¼1

XSout
j¼1

f jsðWjs;YjÞ ð2Þ

Subject to
X3
s¼1

XSout
j¼1

CjsWjs 6 B ð3Þ

X3
s¼1

Wjs 6 1; j ¼ 1;2; . . . Sout ð4Þ

where Wjs 2 ð0;1Þ and j = 1,2, . . .Sout, s = 1,2,3.
Here, the objective function is expressed as the sum of fj terms

for all the 24 locations. The objective function fj is a function of W
and Y, where, W is the binary variable which takes on the value 1 if
a sensor is placed at location j or the value of 0 if it is not placed. s
is an integer variable that indicates the type of sensor used (can



Fig. 3. Pictorial representation of the numerical optimization framework. Source:
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take the values 1, 2 or 3 indicating low cost, medium cost and high
cost sensors respectively) and Y is a random variable associated
with the measurement uncertainties in the intermediate process
variables. The objective function should be maximized to satisfy
the cost constraint where Cj represents the cost of placing a sensor
at location j and B represents the available budget.

The objective term, f jsðW;YÞ, was calculated as follows. It is
assumed that the information collected about the distribution
properties of a process variable is always greater if a sensor is a real
sensor placed on-line at a specific location or at any location
upstream of it. This assumption is valid because the information
gained through actual sensing is always greater than the informa-
tion gained through virtual sensing. If this were not the case, plac-
ing real sensors would provide no additional information at that
location and hence would not be desirable at all. So, moving for-
ward with this assumption, Is (hyj|wk = 1) is defined at the FI about
parameter hyj corresponding to process variable j resulting from a
sensor placed at location k = 1,2, . . ., and Ins (hyj|wk = 1), where
k = 1,2, . . .,24, is defined as the FI of hyj resulting from no sensors
placed in the network of intermediate and output variables such
that Is (hyj|wk = 1)P Ins(hyj), j = 1,2, . . .24. Suppose a sensor is
placed at location k that is upstream of variable j. The information
gained from placing the sensor at location k can also increase the
amount of information about the variable at location j. Hence the
function f js (w,Y) is be defined as:

f jðw;YÞ ¼
XSout
k¼1

ð1� InsðhYj
ÞÞ=IsðhYj

jwk ¼ 1Þ ð5Þ

This equation captures the overall effect of placing a sensor on
all other process variables by summing the resulting information
gain from placing a sensor at location k across the entire set of
intermediate and output process variables.

3.2. Efficiency maximization

The term efficiency can be used to mean more than one thing in
case of an IGCC power plant. However, this work is focused on
maximizing the plant thermal efficiency, which can be defined in
the simplest terms as the ratio of the net power generated in the
IGCC plant and the chemical energy contained in the coal feed.
The thermal efficiency has been calculated based on the HHV
(Higher Heating Value) of coal.

One expression that can represent the above definition is as
follows:

E ¼ Pwrnet

Fcoalc � Fmf � HOC
ð6Þ

The term ‘‘Pwrnet”, measured in Watts, represents the net
power generated. This is obtained by subtracting the miscella-
neous power consumed due to the plant operation from the sum
of the power generated in the plant. ‘‘Fcoalc” is the feed rate of coal
slurry into the gasifier measured in kg/s. ‘‘Fmf” is the weight % of
coal in dry basis (without considering moisture) in the coal feed.
‘‘HOC” represents the heat of combustion of coal expressed in J/kg.

The objective function for expected value of efficiency maxi-
mization is a nonlinear, stochastic, mixed integer problem which
is of the similar form as that of FI.

maxWjs

X3
s¼1

XSout
j¼1

E gjsðWjs;YjÞ
h i

ð7Þ

Subject to
X3
s¼1

XSout
j¼1

CjsWjs 6 B ð8Þ
X3
s¼1

Wjs 6 1; j ¼ 1;2; . . . Sout ð9Þ

Here, E refers to expected value of the objective function. The
objective function is expressed as the sum of gj terms for all the
24 locations. gj defined below in Eq. (10) is a function of the
increase in efficiency for placing a sensor at location j. If sensors
are placed at none of the 24 intermediate variable locations and
all of them are measured through virtual sensing, then the plant
thermal efficiency is only 36.14% due to high measurement uncer-
tainties. As sensors are placed at these locations, the variability in
the measurement of the intermediate variables reduces and this
leads to an increase in efficiency. This is why gj,s, the incremental
change in efficiency, is defined in the following manner (similar to
the expression used for FI maximization). It is designed to assume
greater values for locations where placing a sensor produces the
largest incremental change in efficiency.

gjðw;YÞ ¼
XSout
k¼1

ð1� EnsðhYj
ÞÞ=EsðhYj

jwk ¼ 1Þ ð10Þ

Here, Ens and Es are the values of plant thermal efficiency
obtained before and after placing a sensor at location j respectively.
For the highest available budget, the efficiency was calculated to be
44.78%.

4. Bonus algorithm

A generalized numerical optimization framework for solving
deterministic optimization problem is shown in Fig. 3. In general,
the nonlinear numerical optimization procedure is iterative, where
the values of the objective functions and constraints are calculated
again and again for various feasible values of the decision variables
by running the model until the optimal value of the objective func-
tion is found.

In the case of the sensor deployment problem, the optimization
algorithm would call upon the computational model of the process
with an input set of values for the decision variables. The model
would then run the simulation and calculate the values of the
objective functions and constraints and send them back to the
optimizer. Based upon this information, the optimizer would select
a new set of values for the decision variables and this process is
repeated until the optimal value of objective functions that satisfy
the pertinent constraints are found.

The above mentioned methodology is sufficient for solving
deterministic optimization problems. However, the sensor net-
work design problem is stochastic in nature. Therefore, the opti-
mization loop in Fig. 3 has to operate in conjunction with the
sampling loop. In stochastic programming, the objective function
Diwekar and David [5].
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has to be expressed in the form of a probabilistic function such as
expected value, variance or fractiles. Hence, a probabilistic model
has to be considered in the above figure instead of a deterministic
one. The modified optimization framework has been shown in
Fig. 4 where the deterministic model has been replaced by an iter-
ative stochastic with a sampling loop.

The method depicted above is expected to be computationally
intensive since the model has to be run repeatedly for each sample
of the uncertain variables before the model can generate the
required information for the optimization loop.

Efficient sampling techniques as such can be employed to alle-
viate this issue to a certain extent. But a much more effective solu-
tion to this issue is provided by the BONUS (Better Optimization for
Nonlinear Uncertain Systems) algorithm which is based on a
reweighting scheme, a form of Reduced Order Model (ROM) in
probability space. For more details of this algorithm, please refer
to Diwekar and David [2].

The BONUS algorithm is based upon the reweighting approach
that proposed by Sahin and Diwekar [1] and it eliminates the need
of running the entire computational model for over and over again
for subsequent iterations.

4.1. Reweighting approach to calculate Fisher information & efficiency

Using the ASPEN Plus environment, a comprehensive model of
the IGCC process is used to simulate the steady-state performance
of the ASU, gasifier, and power generation operations. This nonlin-
ear ASPEN model is used to estimate the set of unmeasured vari-
ables using the data acquired from the process variables directly
measured through the network of sensors physically deployed
within the plant. Internal operating conditions in the process can
be analyzed by varying a set of input variables, including coal
and oxygen flow rate. These input variable operating conditions
uniformly span a sample space surrounding their nominal values
[44]. A set of Ns input variable operating conditions are generated
using Hammersley sequencing, a low-discrepancy sampling
method, to generate the uniform sample space. This sampling
method is chosen over common Monte-Carlo sampling techniques
because Hammersley sequencing provides a more uniform distri-
bution across a d-dimensional sample space and the number of
sample points necessary to sufficiently cover a d-dimensional
space can be significantly reduced by using the Hammersley sam-
pling technique [44,45]. Then, the IGCC process is simulated Ns

times, once per input operating condition, to generate a corre-
sponding vector of points for Sout intermediate and output process
variables, including the syngas temperature, pressure, and mass
Fig. 4. Generalised stochastic optimization framework.
flow rate, among others. The resulting vector set of intermediate
and output variables can be used to capture the nonlinear effects
of the IGCC process, as well as the variability of downstream vari-
ables resulting from a uniformly distributed set of input variable
sample points. The IGCC process is simulated across a space of
operating points to generate the probability distribution of each
intermediate and output variable due to variations in the input
variables and the nonlinear process behavior. From this, the infor-
mation about each of the process variables can be obtained as a
result of a shift in the true steady-state operating point. In this
work, we have used 800 sample runs of the IGCC model for the first
iteration. However, running the model once even for 800 samples
of this base distribution using the IGCC model takes around 18 h,
therefore, it is not feasible to create a new sample set of inputs
and run the simulation to generate the sample space of the outputs
over and over again for each iteration as shown in Fig. 4. This is
where BONUS eliminates the necessity to recreate a new sample
space through simulation of the process behavior. It uses the fol-
lowing reweighting approach to reduce the computational inten-
sity by more than 99%.

Fig. 5 illustrates the nature of reweighting approach. On the first
iteration, a set of Ns sample points uniformly distributed across a
d-dimensional sample space are used to perform Ns simulation
replications of IGCC process. Let f 0ðxiÞ be the probability density
function (PDF) associated with the base input distribution for input
variables xi; i ¼ 1;2; . . . Sin respectively. Following the simulation of
the IGCC process at iteration t = 0, let f 0ðyiÞ and FðyiÞ be the base
PDF and cumulative distribution function (CDF) associated with
the intermediate and output variables yj; j ¼ 1;2; . . . Sout , where
yj ¼ hðxi; i ¼ 1;2; . . . SinÞ; j ¼ 1;2; . . . Sout is the nonlinear transfor-
mation from each input variable, xi to the downstream variable yj.

Next, consider when a new input distribution is defined, such as
when a sensor is placed at the location of an input variable. The
redefined distribution f tðxiÞ, at iteration t is used to create a set
of weights

WtðxiÞ ¼ f tðxiÞ
f 0ðxiÞ

; i ¼ 1;2; . . . Sin ð11Þ

This gives the likelihood ratio between the redefined and base
distributions. Given the input variables act independently, these
weights are used to construct the resulting distribution for the
downstream intermediate or output variables at iteration t by mul-
tiplying the associated weights WtðxiÞ with the base distribution
f 0ðyjÞ,

f tðyjÞ ¼ f 0ðyjÞ
YSin
i¼1

ð1þ cijðWtðxiÞ þ 1ÞÞ; j ¼ 1;2; . . . ; Sout ð12Þ

where cij ¼ 1ð0Þ if variable yj is (is not) downstream of xi. The dis-
tribution f tðyjÞ is normalized using

�f tðyjÞ ¼
f tðyjÞXNs

I¼1
f tðnÞðyjðnþ 1Þ � yjðn� 1ÞÞ=2

ð13Þ

This re-weighting approach can also be used when a sensor is
placed at the location of an intermediate process variable, to con-
struct the resulting change in distributions of corresponding down-
stream variables.

FI is defined in terms of derivative of density function. It can be
calculated from Eq. (13) as follows. Assume that the shift-invariant
property holds for a small e � 0 change in parameter hy (i.e. the
mean value). This is a viable assumption around the mean operat-
ing conditions in an IGCC process, since it is desirable to operate

the plant within a stable region. The density functions �f tðyn þ eÞ



Fig. 5. Pictorial representation of reweighting scheme. Source: [5].
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and �f tðyn � eÞ are then calculated and used to generate an approx-

imation of the first order derivative @�f tðynÞ=@hy given by

@�f tðynÞ=@hy ¼
�f tðyn þ eÞ � �f tðyn � eÞ
h i

2e
ð14Þ

The FI is then obtained by substituting (14) into the discrete
approximation of (1) to yield

IyðhyÞ ¼
XNs
n¼1

ðyðnÞ � yðn� 1ÞÞ @�f tðynÞ=@hy
h i2

=�f tðynÞ ð15Þ

Since efficiency is one of the output variables say ym, the
expected value of efficiency can be calculated using Eq. (16) as
follows

EðymÞ ¼
XNs
n¼1

�f tðymðnÞÞymðnÞ ð16Þ
5. Multi-objective optimization framework

The solution methodology used in this paper is based upon con-
straint methods where the basic strategy is to pick one of the
objectives to minimize (say Zl), while each of the other objectives
(Zi, i = 1, . . ., k, i– l) are turned into inequality constraints with
parametric right-hand sides (ei, i = 1, . . ., k, i– l). The problem takes
the following form.

Optimize Zmult ¼ Zi ð16Þ
subject to

For Minimization Zj � ej; j ¼ 1;2; . . . ; k; j–i ð17Þ

For Maximization Zj � ej; j ¼ 1;2; . . . ; k; j–i ð18Þ

hðxÞ ¼ 0 ð19Þ

gðxÞ � 0 ð20Þ
The single objective problems are solved repeatedly for differ-

ent values of ei between the upper and lower bounds of the objec-
tive functions. This creates the Pareto set.
The first step in the constraint method is to find Pay-off tables,
i.e. bounds for the objective functions. This is carried out by solving
single objective optimization problems with only the original set of
constraints. These bounds, e, will form the RHS when all but one of
the objective functions are converted into constraints. In order to
efficiently find the Pareto set for our problems without solving a
large number of infeasible optimization problems, we designed a
two tier constraint method. We are aware that for a specific cost
constraint we have an upper limit on efficiency beyond which
value the problem will be infeasible. Therefore, instead of finding
a single pay-off table by optimizing each objective separately, we
first find the bounds on cost.

These bounds on the cost are Cmin and Cmax, where Cmin is the
cost of installing no sensors and Cmax is the cost of installing high
accuracy sensors at all 24 locations. Eleven evenly spaced cost
points were considered between Cmin and Cmax to obtain value of
ek for the cost constraint.

Thereafter, the following two sets of problems are solved for
each value of ek to now find bounds for FI and efficiency.

1. Maximizing FI

maxWjs

X3
s¼1

XSout
j¼1

f js Wjs;Yj
� � ð21Þ

Subject to
X3
s¼1

XSout
j¼1

CjsWjs 6 ek ð22Þ

X3
s¼1

Wjs 6 1; j ¼ 1;2; . . . Sout ð23Þ

2. Maximizing efficiency

maxWjs

X3
s¼1

XSout
j¼1

E gjsðWjs;YjÞ
h i

ð24Þ

Subject to
X3
s¼1

XSout
j¼1

CjsWjs 6 ek; ð25Þ

X3
s¼1

Wjs 6 1; j ¼ 1;2; . . . Sout ð26Þ

where k = 1,2,. . .10.
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For the first set of problems where FI is maximized, the corre-
sponding value of efficiency is noted. Similarly, in the second set
of problems, we determined the sensor locations for maximum FI
(observability), given the cost and calculated the corresponding
efficiency. These values of FI and efficiency form the pay-off table
for each value of �k.

Table 2 shows the solutions of the first set of problems dis-
cussed above where efficiency was maximized. There a total of
11 solutions considered. For each given budget constraint, the opti-
mal locations for placing sensors is shown in the central columns
of the table. The second and third columns from the left show
the budget and FI obtained for this sensor network design while
the column on the extreme right gives the maximum thermal effi-
ciency. These values of FI provide lower bound values for FI corre-
sponding to each cost constraint.

Table 3 above shows the solutions for the second set of prob-
lems where FI has been maximized. As before, with increasing bud-
get, as the number of sensors increases, their accuracy improves. It
should be noted here that the maximum possible efficiency can be
attained by using comparatively fewer number of sensors. This
provides lower bound of efficiency values for the multi-objective
constraint method problem formulation corresponding to each
cost constraint.

From the above two tables, we can find the upper and lower
bounds of FI and efficiency for each cost constraint and thereby
generate 11 pay-off tables corresponding to each cost.

We then considered FI as the main objective function and
solved the following single objective problem by changing the
bounds eek of efficiency and Bjj of cost.

maxWjs

X3
s¼1

XSout
j¼1

f jsðWjs;YjÞ ð27Þ

Subject to
X3
s¼1

XSout
j¼1

E gjsðWjs; YjÞ
h i

P eek; ð28Þ

X3
s¼1

XSout
j¼1

CjsWjs 6 Bjj; ð29Þ

X3
s¼1

Wjs 6 1; j ¼ 1;2; . . . Sout ð30Þ

where jj = 1,2,....10 and k = 1,2,...10.
Here, eek represents the lower bound on efficiency and Bjj rep-

resents the upper bound of cost in bin number ‘‘jj”. In order to gen-
erate more points on the Pareto Surface, this problem was solved
many more times by creating additional bounds on efficiency in
Table 2
Optimal sensor network design for maximizing efficiency.

Sensor locations

Cost Obj fn (FI) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

1 0 0 – – – – – – – – – – –
2 1,055,000 98.06 M L L – – – – – – – –
3 2,110,000 124.48 H L L – M – – – L L L
4 3,000,000 137.86 H L L L M – L – L L L
5 4,220,000 148.54 H M M L M M L L L L L
6 5,275,000 154.81 H M L M H M L L L L L
7 6,330,000 157.64 H M M M H H M M L L M
8 7,385,000 159.71 H H M H H M M M L L M
9 8,300,000 160.45 H H H H H H H M M M H
10 9,700,000 160.84 H H H H H H H H H H H
11 10,550,000 160.84 H H H H H H H H H H H
increments of 0.5% i.e., additional constraints were created with
new values of eek that increased by 0.5% each time. There are
110 single optimization problems to be solved in this manner cor-
responding to the 11 ten cost bins and 10 values of efficiency. We
solved this problem considering only high accuracy sensors at first
and then subsequently by considering all three types, i.e., high-
medium-low accuracy sensors, together as we became aware of
the non-convexities of the problem. The analysis of the Pareto sur-
faces thus generated has been carried out in the results & discus-
sion section. Although, in this work we have used FI as the
objective and efficiency as a constraint, we could have constrained
FI and considered efficiency as the objective without changing the
results.

6. Results and discussions

In order to analyze the Pareto points generated so far, they were
plotted in a series of 3-D graphs. These graphs provide easy visual-
ization and interpretation of the results. For all of the plots, the FI
has been plotted on the X-axis, the efficiency on the Y-axis and the
cost/budget on the Z-axis.

Fig. 6 shows the Pareto plot points for the cases when only high
accuracy sensors were considered.

Fig. 7, on the other hand, consists of the Pareto points obtained
by considering all three types, i.e., low, medium and high accuracy
sensors. From the two plots, it seems that higher levels of FI and
efficiency are achievable when all three types of sensors are used
in conjunction as expected.

In Fig. 8, the Pareto points from Figs. 6 and 7 have been over-
lapped, i.e., the Pareto points obtained by considering only high
accuracy sensors have been plotted along with those obtained by
considering all three types of sensors in the same graph. These
plots are very useful to decision makers. For example, a decision
maker wishes to achieve a high level of thermal efficiency at a
low budget of around $1 million will choose the selected points
in the figure.

To ensure that this is indeed true, we could rotate Fig. 8 to
obtain a two-dimensional view in Fig. 9 where it can be seen that
the selected point has a high thermal efficiency (>42%). However,
viewing the plot from another direction (Fig. 10) shows that the
FI value is very low (close to 20). So, even though a budget of
$1 million would be sufficient to achieve a substantially high value
of efficiency, it is unfortunately not enough to warrant a desirable
value of FI. This suggests that the budget needs to be increased.

In addition to analyzing single points, it is also possible to ana-
lyze clusters of points at a time. This helps in eliminating certain
solutions which do not show any clear advantage. For example,
in Fig. 11, there are two clusters of points, both containing points
with budgets ranging from around $4 million to $10 million.
12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 FI_Eff

– – – – – – – – – – – – – 0.3614
– – M M M L – – M – – – – 0.3752
– M M M M M – – M – – – – 0.3898
– M M M M M L – M – – – – 0.3904
– H M M H M L – M L L L – 0.4114
– H H H H H L – H L L L – 0.4377
– H H H H H L – H L L L – 0.4377
H H H H H H L – H M M L – 0.4456
H H H H H H M – H M M L – 0.4456
H H H H H H H – H H H L – 0.4478
H H H H H H H – H H H L – 0.4478
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Table 3
Sensor network design for maximizing Fisher Information.

Sensor locations

Cost Obj fn (EFF) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 Efficiency Eff_FI

1 0 0 – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – 0.3614
2 1,055,000 0.0614 L – – – H – – – – – – – H – – – – – – – – – – – 0.4228 19.4578
3 2,110,000 0.0712 H – – L H – – – – – – – H H L L – – – – – – – – 0.4326 79.6548
4 3,000,000 0.0838 H – – H H – – – – – – – H H L L – – – – – – – – 0.4452 82.6885
5 4,220,000 0.0860 H – – H H – – H – – – – H H L L – – – – – – – – 0.4474 87.6414
6 5,275,000 0.0864 H – – H H – – H – – – – H H H H – – – – – – – – 0.4478 96.4059
7 6,330,000 0.0864 H – – H H – – H – – – – H H H H – – – – – – – – 0.4478 96.4059
8 7,385,000 0.0864 H – – H H – – H – – – – H H H H – – – – – – – – 0.4478 96.4059
9 8,300,000 0.0864 H – – H H – – H – – – – H H H H – – – – – – – – 0.4478 96.4059
10 9,700,000 0.0864 H – – H H – – H – – – – H H H H – – – – – – – – 0.4478 96.4059
11 10,550,000 0.0864 H – – H H – – H – – – – H H H H – – – – – – – – 0.4478 96.4059
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Fig. 10. Pareto plot V, two dimensional view of Fig. 8, view 2.

Fig. 9. Pareto plot IV, two dimensional view of Fig. 8, view 1.

Fig. 11. Pareto plot VI, clusters of point medium to high cost.

Fig. 12. Pareto plot VII, two dimensional view of Fig. 11, view 1.

Fig. 13. Pareto plot VIII, two dimensional view Fig. 11, view 2.

Fig. 14. Pareto plot IX, moderate budget Pareto points.
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Information values ranging from 80 to 100 whereas cluster 2 on
the right has higher values of FI ranging from 130 to 160. Thus,
for the same budget, Cluster 2 points give us a higher value of FI
and an equally good value of efficiency. Hence, Cluster 1 points
can be eliminated from further consideration. The presence of
these two clusters can be attributed to the fact that we have a
non-convex problem.

Finally, it might be worthwhile to select Pareto points that per-
form reasonably well with respect to both FI and efficiency at a
moderate budget.



Table 4
Sensor location for Point 1 (using only high accuracy sensors).

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

H H H H H – – – H H H – H H H H H – – H – – – –

Table 5
Sensor location for Point 2 (using low, medium & high accuracy sensors).

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

H M L M H M L L L L L – H H H H H L – H L L L –
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Assuming a moderate budget of $5.275 million is available and
a high level of efficiency as well as observability is obtained, two
solutions have been selected in Fig. 14. The optimal sensor network
design corresponding to these two points are shown below in
Tables 4 and 5. Point 1 is obtained by using high accuracy sensors
only, while point 2 is obtained by using all the three types of sen-
sors. Thus, the Pareto set plots can be used to determine the most
desirable solutions with respect to all the 3 objectives.

Point 1 has an efficiency of 44.56% and a FI of 144.04. A total of
14 locations have been selected where high accuracy sensors have
to be physically placed and virtual sensing is to be used for the
remaining 10 locations.

Point 2 has an efficiency of 43.77% and an FI of 154.81. As per
this sensor network design, 10 locations require physical sensors
with low accuracy, 3 with medium accuracy, 8 with high accuracy
and the remaining 3 locations will be monitored virtually.

From the list of the 24 intermediate variables in Table 6, we can
see that certain locations (star-marked) have been selected in both
the solutions as requiring high accuracy physical sensors. This
observation is rather intuitive since all of these variables are either
inputs or outputs to the gasifier. Thus they have a huge impact on
the overall plant performance because they are associated with the
largest and most important equipment and/or process of the IGCC
plant.

Analyzing the Pareto surfaces has shed light upon some impor-
tant observations. First, it is cheaper to maximize efficiency than it
is to maximize FI. This is expected because fewer sensors need to
be installed to reduce measurement uncertainties for process
Table 6
List of intermediate variables.

Yj Description

1 Gasifier syngas flow rate
2 Syngas CO flow rate

3 Syngas CO2 flow rate
4 Syngas temperature
5 Syngas pressure
6 Low pressure steam turbine temperature

7 Gas turbine combustor burn temperature
8 Gas turbine combustor exit temperature
9 Gas turbine high pressure exhaust stream temperature
10 Gas turbine low pressure exhaust stream temperature
11 Gas turbine expander output temperature
12 Fluegas flow rate exiting gas turbine expander
13 Syngas flow rate after solids removal
14 Coal slurry flow rate entering gasifier

15 Oxygen flow rate into gasifier
16 Oxygen flow rate exiting ASU
17 Acidgas flow rate
18 Gas turbine compressor leakage flow rate
19 Flow rate into high pressure steam turbine

20 Coal slurry feed flow rate
21 Slag extracted from syngas

22 Fines extracted from syngas
23 Gasifier heat output
24 Recycled HRSG steam heat output
variables that have an effect on the thermal efficiency of the plant.
Secondly, these graphs shows an increasing trend in the budget
may not result in a proportional increase in FI or efficiency. It is
evident from Fig. 9 that beyond a budget of $5.27 million, the val-
ues of efficiency become almost constant at about 44%. A similar
stagnation can be seen in the case of FI (around 160) at a budget
of $7.38 million. These values can vary subject to changes in the
market price or measurement accuracy of the sensors used. How-
ever, the conclusion that increasing the budget beyond a certain
point is futile since an equivalent improvement in the desired
objective functions will not be achieved will always stand true.
7. Summary & future work

In an IGCC plant operation, maximizing observability, maximiz-
ing plant thermal efficiency, and minimizing the cost of sensor
deployment are all desirable goals for stakeholders. In this
research, all of these three objectives were considered jointly. This,
along with the presence of measurement uncertainties and integer
decision variables, led to the formulation of a nonlinear, stochastic,
mixed integer multi-objective optimization problem. The aim was
to deploy a combination of virtual sensors (based on simulation
models built in ASPEN Plus) and real sensors in the IGCC plant to
meet the above mentioned objectives.

This computationally intensive problem was solved using a
novel algorithmic framework based on two-tier constraint method
and the BONUS algorithm, which is an extremely efficient algo-
rithm for nonlinear stochastic problems. By eliminating the need
to run the sampling loop and simulation model for subsequent
iterations, BONUS reduced the computational time of the problem
(based on 800 samples) by more than 99%.

To solve the multi-objective optimization problem, a 2-tier con-
straint method was used to generate pay-off tables for various cost
bins. Pareto surfaces were generated to depict multiple feasible
solutions that provided trade-offs between all the three objectives.
Appropriate weightage for each of the three objectives can be
decided based upon financial, environmental or other considera-
tions. As the budget increases both thermal efficiency as well as
Fisher Information increase. Yet it has been observed that it is
cheaper to increase the former as compared to the latter.
Moreover, even if both objective functions need to be maximized
simultaneously, the budget does not need to be increased indefi-
nitely. This is because beyond a particular amount, the growth of
either of the objective functions essentially stagnates.

The key contributions of our paper are twofold. First, by solving
a multi-objective problem, we have made it possible to bring into
perspective several objective functions that are essentially differ-
ent and yet related for improving the operating ability of a real
world IGCC plant. Secondly, a new and computationally efficient
algorithmic framework based on 2-tier constraint method and
the BONUS algorithm was applied to solve this massive sensor net-
work design problem. The significant reduction in computational
time brings about a lot of flexibility in the problem by making it
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possible to process multiple scenarios and designs in a short
amount of time.

Due to these significant contributions, this research has laid
down the groundwork for further exploration of the sensor net-
work design problem in the future. One particular avenue of
research could be comparing the performance of the stochastic
programming approach used in this research with that of dynamic
simulation methods used by Paul et al. [28]. The computational
time using the former approach based on BONUS is expected to
be much lower, in minutes while the latter approach takes hours
to find solutions for a single case.

The computational efficiency of BONUS makes it suitable for
real time optimization of dynamic sensor networks such as those
used in object tracking [40]. Also, the multi-objective optimization
problem could be broadened to consider other objective functions
such as maximizing the CO2 efficiency in the AGR unit of the IGCC
plant.

Finally, the application of this methodology could be extended
to other problems which deal with other black box systems, i.e.,
a system whose outputs can be derived from its inputs via mathe-
matical computation or programming without considering the
internal workings of the system. For example, other chemical
plants such as bioreactors, and gas processing facilities, could use
this technology. Black box models exist in a myriad of areas at
present such as psychology, and cryptography. So, an ambitious
objective would be to apply a modified version of the solution
methodology developed in this research to black box models in
areas that are not closely related to chemical engineering.
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